
Proper Fit: Handle seats into palm and area between thumb and index �nger

Too Tight: Shaded area of handle should rest in shaded area of hand. Too Loose: The shaded area on the handle should rest in the shaded area of the hand.

Handle rests on top of hand and in the palm making contact with all shaded areas

To widen handle, lock front end against your hip and grab with a clawed 
grip (above) and pull bottom of handle away from top as shown.  This 
will take force.  There is a high-strength aluminum rod running top to 
bottom that will bend.  Test �t and repeat until proper �t is made.

IMPORTANT: Never attempt to bend sideways, as this can fracture 
housing.

If handle is adjusted too wide, 
simply push bottom of handle back 
towards the top (like below).  Repeat 
adjustment until proper �t is made.

Proper Fit: Handle rests on top of hand.  Seats into area 
between thumb and index �nger without pinching, and 
rests in palm without, wobbling when shaken lightly.

Handle rests on top of hand and should touch all shaded 
areas (above).

Too Tight: Shaded area of handle (above) should seat 
comfortably into shaded area of hand between thumb and 
index �nger.

Too Loose: Shaded area on the handle (above) should rest 
in the shaded area in palm of hand.

Custom �tting your FREEHAND PRO to your hand is the only way to achieve optimal performance and bene�t. 

Your FREEHAND PRO should only be adjusted to �t a single user- you.  Adjust only once.  If more than one person will use 
the handle, adjust it to the larger hand. 

HANDLE ADJUSTMENT



Check out our YouTube Channel for more informa-
tion about the FREEHAND PRO and all of our great 
products (youtube.com/galaxgvids).

www.galaxG.com

PROPER USE AND BRUSH POSITION

NO YES NOYES
Proper brush position provides proper balanceAllow your �ngers and hand to relax, without gripping

IMPORTANT: Never store your brush in your FREEHAND PRO.  This can cause the Brush-Lock Cartridges to 
deform and lose grip strength.  

OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE: We strongly recommend using galaxG Paintbrush Counterweights with your 
FREEHAND PRO, which move the center of gravity over the hand, rather than in front of it.  This will make 
your FREEHAND PRO feel even lighter and easier to use.

CLEAN-UP: Follow same guidelines for cleaning your brush.  For best results, remove Brush-Lock 
Cartridges when cleaning handle.

REPLACING BRUSH-LOCK CARTRIDGES

REMOVE CARTRIDGE: Use the 
pointed tip from loose cartridge 
to pop out existing cartridge.  
Little force is needed.

INSERT CARTRIDGE: Put tongue on front of cartridge under lip at front of 
handle (1), then rotate cartridge down (2) and inward (3) to lock in place. 
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In order to receive the maximum bene�t from your FREEHAND PRO, it is important to understand its 
design intention and how to use it properly.  First, don't think of your FREEHAND PRO as a handle to hold 
onto, think of it as a place to rest your hand.  The FREEHAND PRO holds onto you, you don't hold onto it.

Your hand and �ngers should be completely relaxed, while resting on the handle.  Only use your �ngers to 
lightly guide, when extra precision is required.  Because the brush is elevated above your hand, you now 
have greater visibility.  You will have greater control, cut cleaner lines and feel completely comfortable.

galaxG PAINTBRUSH COUNTERWEIGHTS


